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Introduction

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) represents the fifth most common cause of cancer mortality in women, in part, due to the advanced stage at which patients typically present, with an estimated 22,240 new patients and 14,030 deaths in 2013 in the United States (1). Most deaths (~70%) are among patients who had advanced-stage, high-grade serous (HGS) EOC (2), a histologic subtype shown to have unique tumor epigenetic characteristics (3, 4). The diverse outcomes observed among patients with HGS EOC may relate to different molecular subtypes, even among tumors with similar pathologic characteristics.

Several efforts have been made to characterize genomic features of HGS EOC, including an integrative genomic analysis of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA; ref. 5). However, most prior studies focused on overall survival rather than disease recurrence, had relatively short follow-up time, relied only on tumor mRNA expression information rather than methylation (6, 7), focused only on methylation at selected genes (8–11) or, as in the TCGA, and used an early methylation array of approximately 27,000 CpG sites (5). Thus, although methylation is known to be an essential epigenetic process that can regulate gene expression, resulting in cancer development and spread (12), there is a lack of comprehensive genome-wide studies of DNA methylation and recurrence in HGS EOC.

Here, we investigated the association of genome-wide tumor DNA methylation with HGS EOC time to recurrence (TTR). We performed a methylation semi-supervised clustering analysis and revealed two underlying groups with distinct methylation patterns, which associated with differential outcome. Furthermore, in a subset of patients, we evaluated transcriptome differences between methylation classes, which suggested immune-based mechanistic links to recurrence.
Patients and Methods

Study participants
Details on study participants have been described previously (3, 4). Briefly, patients (n = 337) were women ages 20 years or above ascertainment between 1992 and 2009 at the Mayo Clinic (Rochester, MN) within one year of diagnosis with pathologically confirmed primary invasive HGS EOC. Histology and grade were confirmed by a gynecologic pathologist (D.W. Visscher) who also reviewed tissues to ensure 70% tumor content. Recurrence and vital status were obtained from electronic medical records and the Mayo Clinic Tumor Registry. TTR was defined as time from diagnosis to (i) initiation of second-line therapy or (ii) death, censoring at 10 years; 221 recurrences and an additional 12 deaths (total of 233 recurrences or deaths) were observed. Patients provided informed consent for protocols approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board.

Methylation arrays
Methylation measurements were generated on pretreatment fresh-frozen tumors using the Illumina Infinium Human-Methylation450 BeadChip, following the manufacturer’s protocol (3), interrogating genome-wide CpG sites with more than 485,000 methylation probes (13). Pyrosequencing validation showed satisfactory Pearson correlations with BeadChip data (0.84–0.87; ref. 3). Arrays were processed in three batches: (i) Batch 1 with 121 patients, (ii) Batch 2 with 103 patients, and (iii) Batch 3 with 113 patients. For each batch, we assessed “plate” and “chip within plate” effects through principal component analyses; within each batch, we observed a plate effect. Thus, we normalized for this batch effect by fitting a linear model with fixed plate effect for each logit-transformed CpG probe. The logit-transformed probe mean was added back onto the unstandardized residuals from the model before transforming the values back to the original scale (0 to 1). In addition to these technical artifacts, we also observed a batch effect across Batches 1, 2, and 3. To correct for this artifact we used the fixed plate effect for each logit-transformed CpG probe. The intraclass correlation for -values among CEPH replicates was 0.99 in Batch 1 and Batch 2. The intraclass correlation for -values for tumor duplicate samples between Batch 3 and Batch or Batch 2 was >0.83. Within each batch, we removed samples from analysis for the following reasons: (i) failed bisulfite conversion, (ii) had <92% detected probes, where 92% were based on empirical data, and (iii) cases who had received neoadjuvant chemotherapy. After sample quality control, 337 were retained for statistical analysis. More details of quality control procedures can be obtained in a previous publication (3).

Semi-supervised methylation clustering
Patients were randomly assigned into two collections representing a discovery set (n = 168) and a validation set (n = 169; Supplementary Table S1). To reveal a methylation signature associated with recurrence risk, a semi-supervised recursive partitioning mixture model (SS-RPMM; ref. 15) was applied to logit-transformed normalized methylation -values (Supplementary Fig. S1). The “semi-supervised” aspect of the analysis was to perform clustering according to a core set of CpG loci, methylation levels of which were significantly associated with TTR. Using the discovery set, CpG loci were ranked according to their strength of association with recurrence based on Cox modeling of TTR and logit-transformed methylation at each CpG locus separately, allowing for left truncation, adjusting for known prognostic factors, including age, stage, grade, ascites, and surgical debulking status, and right censoring at 10 years. The optimal number of CpG loci (M) for subsequent clustering analysis was determined according to a nested cross-validation procedure. Clustering solution was achieved using RPMM, a hierarchical model-based method for clustering that has been extensively used to cluster array-based methylation data (15, 16). On the basis of the RPMM fit to the discovery set, a probabilistic naïve Bayes classifier was used to predict methylation class membership for the patients in the validation set. Then, patients were assigned to the class with the highest membership probability.

Methylation-expression association
Tumor mRNA expression measurements were profiled on a subset of 104 patients using Agilent Whole Human Genome 4 × 44K expression arrays; details of these experiments have been reported (3, 17). For each of the M CpG loci selected above, analyses were performed whereby methylation was associated with expression at each probe within 200 kb using Spearman rank correlations; a total of 973 cis methylation-expression associations were evaluated.

Prediction analysis of microarray analysis
A classification method, prediction analysis of microarray (PAM; ref. 18), was used to identify trans-genes whose transcriptional levels associated with methylation classes resulting from the clustering described above. The PAM method used the nearest shrunken centroid method to prioritize genes showing large between-methylation-class expression difference and small within-methylation-class variability, through an adjustable shrinkage factor parameter. For each possible value of the shrinkage factor, a 10-fold cross-validation was repeated ten times to compute classification accuracy of
results gene signature. The optimal shrinkage factor of PAM was chosen according to the highest classification accuracy, and differentially expressed genes were considered to represent a transcriptome signature of each methylation class. These analyses used 104 patients with array-based fresh-frozen tumor RNA expression data.

Immunohistochemistry

Tissue microarrays (TMA) were constructed from 546 tumors using three representative 0.6 mm tumor cores of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue (tumor area identified by D.W. Visscher), and a subset of these tumors (n = 89) were also evaluated using methylation arrays. TMAs were stained with mouse anti-human CD8 monoclonal antibody (Dako). The number of epithelial cells potentially interacting with CD8 T cells was estimated by assigning an infiltration score based on the approximate percentage (0%–10%, 11%–50%, and 50%–100%) of tumor epithelial cells directly adjacent to the tumor-stromal interface. The highest expression among the three cores per patient was used for analysis. The percent agreement in 18% of the cores scored by both the primary scorer and pathologist (D.W. Visscher) was 85%.

Ingenuity functional enrichment and network analysis

To gain additional biologic insight, genes differentially expressed by methylation class were investigated using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (Ingenuity Systems, www.ingenuity.com) for functional enrichment analysis according to canonical pathways and biologic processes.

Results

Clinical characteristics of the HGS EOC tumors (n = 337) examined in two sets, including a discovery set (n = 169) and validation set (n = 169), are presented in Supplementary Table S1. Using a semi-supervised clustering approach (Supplementary Fig. S1), two TTR-associated methylation classes were derived in the discovery set, referred as right (R) and left (L) classes, the separation of which is determined by an optimal M = 60 CpG loci selected by cross-validation. Patients in the R methylation class of the discovery set showed longer TTR as compared with the L class. These 60 CpG loci (Supplementary Table S2) prioritized from the discovery set constitute a methylation signature differentiating patients on their risk of recurrence. None of these loci have been found to have probe cross-hybridization issues (19).

The 60 discriminatory CpGs and the corresponding SS-RPM solution were utilized to predict methylation clusters in the independent validation set. Of 169 patients in the validation set, 94 were assigned to R class, which showed a significantly lower recurrence risk than the L class using either univariate [P = 5.40 × 10⁻⁴, HR = 0.50; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.34–0.74] or multivariate analysis (P = 2.94 × 10⁻³, HR = 0.52; 95% CI, 0.34–0.80; Table 1; Fig. 1A). In further evaluation, we subset to 130 validation patients who have received both platinum and taxane treatment and repeated univariate and multivariate analysis, leading to a more statistically significant association between methylation cluster and TTR (P = 1.2 × 10⁻⁴, HR = 0.39; 95% CI, 0.30–0.60) or (P = 5.38 × 10⁻⁵, HR = 0.38; 95% CI, 0.20–0.60), respectively (Table 1; Fig. 1B).

By visualizing methylation patterns in the R and L methylation classes at the 60 loci for the discovery and validation sets (Supplementary Fig. S2), it can clearly be observed that the differential methylation between R and L classes is well conserved from discovery to validation set. This suggests good measurement robustness of the selected CpG loci. In addition, we evaluated relationships between the 60 CpG loci using pairwise correlation (Fig. 2). Correlations included a small “block” of strong positive CpG correlation that had generally negative correlation with other loci; this was also consistent across discovery and validation sets. The block consisted of six adjacent CpG loci on chromosome 6p within the TAPI [transporter 1, ATP-binding cassette, subfamily B (MDR/TAP)] gene region. These CpG loci are hypermethylated in the L class compared with the R class, suggesting that a hypermethylation event close to TAPI promoter region associates with shorter TTR.

Table 1. Univariate and multivariate analysis of recurrence time in the validation set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Univariate analysis</th>
<th>Validation set patients (N = 169)</th>
<th>Validation set patients who received both platinum and taxane treatment (N = 130)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Univariate analysis</td>
<td>Multivariate analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HR 95% CI P</td>
<td>HR 95% CI P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R class</td>
<td>0.50 (0.34–0.74) 5.38 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.39 (0.26–0.60) 1.20 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R class</td>
<td>0.52 (0.34–0.80) 2.86 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>0.38 (0.24–0.61) 5.38 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (continuous)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.97–1.00) 0.25</td>
<td>1.00 (0.98–1.02) 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage IV</td>
<td>1.14 (0.71–1.84) 0.58</td>
<td>1.21 (0.73–1.98) 0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>1.18 (0.76–1.83) 0.46</td>
<td>1.29 (0.79–2.09) 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascites (no)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.20–0.69) 1.59 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>0.36 (0.19–0.68) 1.55 × 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debulking (suboptimal)</td>
<td>1.59 (0.98–2.60) 0.06</td>
<td>1.49 (0.86–2.59) 0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Because of the small number of stage I and II patients (n = 10), these were combined with the stage III referent group to avoid numerical instability of multivariate regression.


To shed some light on transcriptomic impacts of methylation at the 60 discriminatory CpG loci, we investigated associations between methylation value of these loci and tumor mRNA expression using a subset of patients (n = 104). We first focused on cis association between methylation and expression of the contiguous structural genes, using a 200-kb window around each CpG locus. Noticeably, chromosome 6 was enriched for significant methylation-expression associations with a greater number of associations between multiple CpG loci on chromosome 6 and TAPI gene expression than expected by chance (P < 2.2 × 10⁻¹⁶; Supplementary Table S3 and Supplementary Fig. S3). In the same region, methylation values were also negatively correlated with expression levels of several other genes: PSMB9, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DQB2, and HLA-DMA. This may suggest that the methylation status of this region influences TTR through regulation of the expression of nearby genes.

Proteins encoded by TAPI, PSMB8, and PSMB9 are involved in antigen processing and loading into the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I complex. This antigen-processing machinery (APM) is expressed by all cell types and allows tumor antigens to be processed and displayed to cytotoxic CD8 T cells. Therefore, loss of expression of these APM-related genes may enable ovarian cancer cells to evade tumor-specific CD8 T cell–mediated immune response (20). To test whether differential methylation in TAPI was associated with presence of CD8 T cells in the tumor, we correlated CD8 immunohistochemical staining with methylation in this region among a subset of 89 patients. We indeed found that hypermethylation of TAPI (associated with lower expression of TAPI transcript) correlated with lower infiltration of CD8 T cells (shown in Fig. 3), with Spearman correlation coefficient = −0.41 (P = 7.62 × 10⁻⁵). The correlation remains similar but with increased statistical significance (coefficient = −0.39, P = 5.20 × 10⁻⁸), when 190 patients with CD8 measurements in both discovery and validation sets were accounted for. This result suggests that epigenetic silencing of TAPI and concomitant suppression of CD8 T-cell tumor infiltration may underlie HGS EOC TTR.

We also studied trans/distal associations for the 60 CpG loci of interest using genome-wide expression array measurements (n = 104 patients). On the basis of R/L methylation-class assignments, we utilized the PAM classification algorithm (18) to identify a parsimonious list of genes differentially expressed between R and L classes. According to the most accurate classification scheme, we identified 2,337 PAM expression probes mapped to 1,670 unique genes, which were differentially expressed in the R and L classes (Supplementary Table S4). Among these genes, 712 genes were upregulated in the L class, and 958 genes were upregulated in the R class. Specifically, 23 expression probes upregulated in the L class are cis to the 60 CpG loci of interest in a nearby 200 kb genomic window. They correspond to 18 unique genes, including STMN1 (Stathmin, also called oncoprotein 18), a previously reported prognostic marker that increases in expression in metastatic ovarian cancer samples versus nonmetastatic ones (21). A total of 42 expression probes upregulated in the R class are cis to the 60 CpG loci and correspond to 25 unique genes: 18 of which locate in 6p21.3, again underscoring the functional and prognostic importance of this region. A global expression clustering map according to methylation classes (N = 104) is displayed in Supplementary Fig. S4. Genes upregulated in the R class (with longer TTR) were extremely enriched in immune-related pathways, such as antigen presentation (P = 1.6 × 10⁻²²), cross-talk between dendritic cells and natural killer cells (P = 2 × 10⁻²⁴), and communication between innate and adaptive immune cells (P = 5 × 10⁻²⁴). This provides further

Figure 1. TTR Kaplan–Meier plots. A, for all the patients in validation set (n = 169), Kaplan–Meier plot of recurrence time demonstrates a clear outcome difference between R and L methylation classes (univariate analysis P = 5.38 × 10⁻⁵), with better outcome in R class. B, for all the validation set patients who received platinum and taxane treatment (n = 130), Kaplan–Meier plot of recurrence time shows a stronger outcome difference although still consistent with results using all of patients (univariate analysis P = 1.29 × 10⁻⁵). Cyan and purple colors indicate recurrence curves of R and L classes, respectively.
support for an immune mechanism contributing to the longer TTR we observed in patients with HGS EOC in the R methylation class, supporting the association of antitumor immune responses with improved outcome in other studies (22–25).

Discussion

In this large genome-wide epigenetic study of fresh-frozen tumors, we investigated the utility of DNA methylation to define HGS EOC patient classes with different recurrence times. Our semi-supervised clustering analysis of dense genome-wide DNA methylation data (over 450,000 CpG sites) identified 60 CpG loci in a discovery set (n = 168) and replicated in a validation patient set (n = 169). Notably, none of these 60 loci were included in the Illumina HumanMethylation27 BeadChip used by the TCGA (5). The prediction of recurrence time by this epigenetic signature was statistically significant in our validation set even after controlling for covariates known to contribute to TTR: age, grade, stage, ascites, and surgical debulking status. In additional transcriptome analysis, we determined that among the two methylation classes (R and L), the R class, which had a longer TTR, showed increased expression of immune-related genes, and reduced methylation at key CpGs correlated with increased CD8 T-cell infiltration, suggesting a more robust immune response.

Evaluation of these epigenetic markers with consideration of other clinical factors revealed additional prognostic value, as shown in Table 1. In multivariate analysis, effective surgical cytoreduction as an established factor affecting recurrence...
achieved only marginally significant association (suboptimal debulking: \( P = 0.06 \)), possibly due to small number of patients (validation set, \( n = 35 \)) that were not optimally cytoreduced. This confirms the recognition that aggressive surgery, whenever possible, is important to reduce recurrence risk. Another key clinical factor, lack of ascites at surgery, also shows a comparably significant association with superior outcome (\( P = 1.55 \times 10^{-5} \)), independent of methylation clusters. These multivariate results raise the possibility that known prognostic factors can be combined with epigenetic markers to build more accurate TTR prediction models.

To better understand the downstream functional impacts of differential methylation, we also integrated tumor mRNA expression, and both \textit{cis} and \textit{trans}-integrative analyses suggested immune response as an underlying mechanism. First, \textit{cis} methylation-expression associations within a local genomic window of 200 kb revealed significant downregulation of \textit{TAP1} by methylation. Second, global transcriptome differences investigated by methylation class highlighted biologic processes related to the immune response in the R class with superior outcome. The key finding from this study was that DNA hypermethylation was negatively correlated with gene expression particularly on 6p21.3 (\( P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16} \)). The genes included in this region were \textit{TAP1}, \textit{PSMB8}, \textit{PSMB9}, \textit{HLA-DQB1}, \textit{HLA-DQB2}, \textit{HLA-DMA}, and \textit{HLA-DOA}.

Several studies have shown some prognostic association with HLA and \textit{TAP1} expression in ovarian carcinomas, but most were based on small-scale protein staining methods that relied on subjective scoring (26, 27). Furthermore, for the region of 6p21.3 harboring \textit{TAP1} and several \textit{HLA} genes, we revealed that its hypermethylation status is significantly correlated with lower infiltration of CD8 T cells. Higher numbers of CD8 T cells infiltrating the tumor has previously been reported in association with improved survival in EOC (28). \textit{HLA-DQB1}, \textit{HLA-DQB2}, \textit{HLA-DMA}, and \textit{HLA-DOA}, all encode components of the HLA class II complex. This complex is important for presenting antigens to CD4 helper T cells. Unlike HLA class I, which is expressed on the majority of cells, HLA class II expression is generally restricted to professional antigen-presenting cells (APC), namely dendritic cells, macrophages, and B cells. Therefore, this methylation pattern might reflect the presence of APCs in the tumor microenvironment.
as a tumor epithelial cell-predominant (but not pure) sample was used to obtain RNA and DNA for this study. Methylation patterns can reveal cell populations present in the tumor, as demonstrated by Dedeurwaerder and colleagues, who found that outcome-associated methylation patterns in breast cancer were similar to methylation patterns typical of T cells and indicative of T-cell infiltration (29). Alternatively, previous studies have demonstrated aberrant expression of HLA class II components on EOC cells (30, 31). For example, one study by Callahan and colleagues that has parallels to our study, showed that aberrant HLA-DMB expression by ovarian cancer epithelial cells was associated with CD8 T-cell infiltration and a marked improvement in survival (30).

Utilizing genome-wide methylation analysis with gene expression-based follow-up, we have identified hypermethylation in 6p21.3 as a potential cause for downregulation of several genes related to HLA class I and class II antigen presentation in the context of HGS EOC. This suggests a role for immunemediated tumor killing in the observed TTR differences, as greater antigen presentation should result in a more active mediated tumor killing in the observed TTR differences, as the context of HGS EOC. This suggests a role for immune-revealed downregulation of TAP1/2 expression in cervical cancer cell lines, allowing them these agents were previously reported to recover HLA and hypomethylating agents or histone deacetylase inhibitors, as gen-processing genes might help identify those who would be most responsive to immunotherapy. In addition, elucidating patients with hypermethylated antigen-processing genes might help identify those who would benefit from immunotherapy combined with adjuvant DNA hypomethylating agents or histone deacetylase inhibitors, as these agents were previously reported to recover HLA and TAP1/2 expression in cervical cancer cell lines, allowing them to be recognized by cytotoxic T cells (32, 33); both are currently in preclinical HGS EOC studies.

Interestingly, downregulation or loss of the TAP1 protein has been reported in high-grade breast cancer (34) and found to be associated with metastasis (35) in breast cancer. Here, we revealed downregulation of TAP1, which is largely associated with hypermethylation of several CpG loci within its gene region in HGS EOC. Several genes related to HLA class II antigens have also been found to have significant methylation-expression association in a follow-up analysis (Supplementary Table S2), including HLA-DOA (MHC class II, DO-α), HLA-DMA (MHC class II, DM-α), and HLA-DQB1 (MHC class II, DQ-β).

In conclusion, our comprehensive analysis of HGS EOC tumor DNA methylation with respect to disease recurrence revealed the presence of two epigenetic subtypes with significant differences in TTR, even with adjustment for clinical features. The differentiating CpG loci we identified may play an important role in antitumor immunity and may aid in identification of patients who would be good candidates for immunotherapy or who would benefit from combining a DNA hypomethylating agent with immunotherapy.
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